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Why Travel?

What makes cities attractive? What makes us visit them? How do we visit them and what 

do we visit when we’re there? What makes these cities distinct and alive?

These are some of the questions which are discussed during the seminar. Walking using 

earphones or concentrating on smartphones has become popular. What do we miss? Why 

don’t we think about what music to listen to or what app to use while moving around?  

Listening to Jay–Jay Johanson, reading a book by Asa Larsson or using an app on the  

cultural scene of Stockholm can increase, strengthen and/or change the experiences liven 

in a city. All these experiences will join our architectural background.

Living in a different continent has a strong influence even if the period is short. There are 

a number of situations–physical and sensory–which make this experience unique. Cities 

have historically constituted a strategic area of intense exchange, dialogue and conflict, 

urban and territorial conditions that construct the interconnected system of the European 

metropolis (London, Paris, Berlin, Marseilles, Barcelona, Kiev, Moscow, Helsinki, Madrid). 

These issues do not only appear when travelling together but every single day, while in  

Barcelona or during the independent trips.

We have visited Madrid and Toledo, Amsterdam, Rotterdam and several other Dutch cities 

but also Vic and Montjuïc, Plaça Europa or Vall d’Hebron in Barcelona, mixing theoretical 

thoughts with practical visits.

Before we travelled to Madrid, we concentrated on how the city has been seen through 

history by artists, film makers, photographers or politicians. We studied its urban complex-

ity from its different constitutive elements and we watched a film on a particular historic 

moment. We then visited the city and extracted some of the conclusions which appear in 

this publication.

Before we travelled to The Netherlands, a general view of the country and of the architects 

that have configured it was envisaged. No other information was studied and buildings 

and landscapes were met on site. The generic knowledge of the authors which have been 

implied in the country’s transformation determined a specific encounter with their projects.
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Both trips were conceived in different ways. The first one was preconceived with an impor-

tant amount of information whilst the second one was discovered daily. The results were 

different but surely intense.

I want to express my most sincere gratitude to Ignacio Vidal Traver, architect from  

Castelló de la Plana, who joined us in some of the visits in Madrid and caught everybody’s 

concerns, Andrés Jaque, architect from Madrid, who woke everybody up after a long 

day and transmitted his energy and particular understanding of architecture, Jaime  

Eizaguirre, architect from Ecosistema urbano, who presented his work and know–how, 

Sara Romero and Mariano Vallejo who showed us all Toledo’s secrets including their 

own home, Adrià Goula, architect and photographer, who helped us understand the ways 

through which architecture has been perceived in history and the meaning of Re–Present-

ing, Franz Hooykaas and Lucas van Zuijlen who showed us some of the most interest-

ing housing developments in Rotterdam, and Theo Jansen whose incredible Strandbeests 

fascinated us all.

I specially want to thank and appreciate the help of architect Javier Sanz who not only 

accompanied us both in Madrid and The Netherlands but who was also essential in the 

organization of both trips.

Of course the field studies would not be possible without the daily assistance of Jennifer 

Schildecker and Zana Bosnic, and the BAC program would not be a reality without the 

determination of its Director Miguel Roldán.

Ivan Blasi. Architect
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Travelling and being an architect

An Architecture theorist and professor at the Architecture School of Barcelona argued a few years 

ago in a text that “only those who are clumsy travel to see architecture”. In the text he attacks the 

absurdity of routine visits that architects make to those buildings that we are supposed to visit, 

just to see how much they look like the pictures we’ve seen before. On the contrary, he argues 

that the way in which a true architect gets to really know a work is by thoroughly studying the 

drawings that created it. The rest, including photos, is frivolous and reiterative.

As said by the character of a movie, violent and provocative texts are more fun to write and to 

read.

Surely the duty of every true architect is to enjoy Architecture. How else will he be able to produce 

emotions in his own work? And the most genuine way to enjoy Architecture is by directly expe-

Charles-Édouard Jeanneret, “L’Acropole, Athènes”, Carnet du Voyage d’Orient n°3 p.103, 1911 © FLC/ADAGP
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riencing it, there is no equivalent alternative. There are too many examples; there is no alterna-

tive to visiting a Gothic cathedral, or a crystal palace, or feeling the weight of a building under a 

cantilever. And of course, there is no alternative to living an unfamiliar city, climbing its slopes or 

entering its bars.

And yes, you have to read, you have to study drawings, and you have to draw and photograph 

judiciously. But not just to accumulate knowledge but because this knowledge will increase the 

excitement of our experience.

Fortunately, many true architects have traveled.

Javier Sanz. Architect – 100to arquitectura
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During our trip to Madrid we met Andrés Jaque, a young architect 

from Madrid, working in Madrid in his Office for Political Innova-

tion. The office explores the potential of post–foundational politics and 

symmetrical approaches to the sociology of technology to rethink architectural 

practices. The office’s slogan is ‘architecture is technologically rendered 

society’ and is currently devoted to the study of connected–domesticities like 

politically–activated urbanism. He is author of Políticas del día a día/Everyday 

Politics and Eco–Ordinary. Etiquetas para la práctica cotidiana de la arquitectura/

Eco–Ordinary. Codes for everyday architectural practices publication.

Their work ‘Casa Sacerdotal Diocesana de Plasencia’ has been awarded with the 

Dionisio Hernández Gil Prize and has been finalist to the VIII Bienal Española 

de Arquitectura y Urbanismo. ‘Tupper Home’ was selected for the European 

Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture Mies van der Rohe 

Award. In 2010 the installation ‘Fray Home Home’ was presented at the  

ºBiennale di Venezia 2010 invited by Kazuyo Sejima. In 2011 the research 

and prototype–making project ‘Sweet Parliament Home’ was presented at the 

Gwangju Biennale by invitation of Ai Weiwei and Seung H. Sang.

Andrés Jaque teaches at the Design Department of the School of Architecture 

at the UEM Universidad Europea de Madrid. He has been Tessenow Stipendiat 

1998 in Toepfer Stiftung FVS, in Hamburg, and visiting teacher in a number of 

international universities and has lectured and taken part in round tables ex-
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tensively throughout the world including Columbia University Graduate School of Architecture, 

Planning and Preservation, Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule in Zurich, Istituto Politecnico in 

Milano, CIVA in Brussels, the Sociedad Central de Arquitectos in Buenos Aires, Berlage Institut in 

Rotterdam or the Museo Nacional in Bogota.

We were able to see his latest project, ‘Escaravox’. The aim of this project is to endow Matade-

ro Madrid, former slaughterhouse of the city and now an institution self defined as “public 

space for contemporary culture, with views on the river”, with the necessary material devices and 

institutional protocols to prompt a connection between Madrid’s models of intervention in the 

cultural field. To achieve this, the scheme proposes equipping the open spaces of the old abattoir 

with varied types of large–span mobile structures with sound amplifying systems, stage lighting 

and audiovisual projection systems, so that in combination with sliding stands, they may serve as 

auxiliary structures for any public performance held in this space. The use of these facilities would 

be organized in the same way as municipal tennis courts, which are booked by the hour. The 

materiality of the infrastructure is based on the idea of an odd assemblage of already inexpensive 

elements. Watering systems, Almeria greenhouse fabrics, cheap plastic chairs… A short of com-

posite of ready–mades, using existing technologies in a different way of that they were produced 

for. It is a technological reapropiation process that the office relates with the possibility of queer 

uses of available systems. The visit was also connected to Andrés Jaque’s intervention in the 

Mies van der Rohe Pavilion in Barcelona, due for December 2012. His ideas on political and social 

issues will have to adapt to the Pavilion built in 1929 and in which Mies also used innovation and 

technology as the engine of his project.
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An important aim of the visit to Madrid was to see and discuss city exten-

sion models. Carabanchel neighborhood was visited and a common feel-

ing of lack of social city making, urban action catalysts need and general 

cohesion arouse. The most energetic studio in this field right now in the city of 

Madrid is Ecosistema Urbano, a group of architects and urban designers, led 

by Belinda Tato and José Luis Vallejo, operating within the fields of urban-

ism, architecture, engineering and sociology. They define their approach as ur-

ban social design by which they understand the design of environments, spaces 

and dynamics in order to improve self–organization of citizens, social interaction 

within communities and their relationship with the environment. They have used 

this philosophy to design and implement projects in Norway, Denmark, Spain, 

Italy, France and China. Jaime Eizaguirre, architect from the firm presented 

the most important and current projects such as the ‘EcoBoulevard of Valle-

cas’, selected at the European Union Prize for Contemporary Architecture Mies 

van der Rohe Award and the ‘Plaza Ecopolis’.
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The whole proposal for the eco–boulevard in Vallecas can be defined as an urban recycling opera-

tion consisting of the following actions: insertion of an air tree–social dynamizer, over an exist-

ing urbanization area, densification of existing alignment trees and reduction and asymmetric 

arrangement of wheeled traffic circulation. Superficial interventions reconfiguring the existing 

urbanization (perforations, fillings, paint, etc.) that defaces the executed kerb development.

‘Plaza Ecopolis’, is a nursery school that includes in its plan a sustainable public square and urban 

park in Madrid. Located on an old industrial site surrounded by a number of industries and heavy 

transportation infrastructures, the project aims to educate the public on energy related issues 

while providing an eco–friendly space for social gatherings.

After visiting Ecosisterma Urbano we headed to the experimental Villas of Solar Decathlon 

Madrid 2012, crossing the Madrid Río project, one of the most ambitious and well–achieved 

urban areas of the city. This allowed the group to discover the link between ideas, design and 

construction. 20 Universities from all over the world had been working for over two years with a 

House that had to consume as less energy as possible. By the end of the week, the Rhone Alpes 

House won the competition.
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Visiting Toledo means visiting a city with more than 2000 years of history. 

Walking through it with Sara Romero, an architect working in the city 

became the best way to know its history, secrets and also its current 

transformation projects such as the Congress Center by Rafael Moneo. Begin-

ning at the train station, visiting the Moor, Jewish and Christian influence in the 

city, entering one of her projects next to the walls together with her partner 

Mariano Vallejo, taking the escalators of La Granja and entering the Cathe-

dral made a complete story of this city. 

The firm, which has its office in front of the cathedral, was founded in 2004 as 

a full service architecture and design firm specializing in custom architectural 

residences, cultural buildings, renovation projects and large scale residential and 
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educational facilities. Architectural designs are developed using innovative materials, advanced 

structural strategies, sustainable technologies, and guided responsibly from schematic design 

through construction completion.

Romero Vallejo Arquitectos approaches architecture with an emphasis on rational planning logic, 

deep connections between building and site, open spatial configurations, refined materials, detail-

ing and craftsmanship. The architects showed us the model and evolution of their cooperative 

housing project where we were invited to eat some local specialties while they also showed us 

their small scale projects, designs of day to day objects in which they test with different materials. 

This day had been titled layers and as we walked back to the train station with the city sitting on 

the hill behind, a more clear vision of this definition came up, not only contemporary layers but 

historical ones basically.
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By Nicole Drelich

Name:   Plaza Mayor

Location:  Calle Mayor, Madrid

Function:  Multitudinous events

Typology:  Public space

Size:   M

Highlights:  Confluence of Toledo and Atocha streets, originally   

   roads, where the main market was hold.

The Plaza Mayor was originally built during the Habsburg period in the cen-

ter of the city of Madrid. In 1576, Philip II asked Juan de Herrera to plan a 

remodel of the chaotic area of the old Plaza del Arrabal. Construction did 

not start until 1617, and another architect, Juan Gomez de Mora, had to finish 

that project. Terrible fires in the city destroyed over 1/3 of the plaza. In 1790, 

Juan de Villanueva was made responsible for the reconstruction. His plan is what 

exists in Plaza Mayor today. The equestrian statue in the center of the plaza is 

dedicated to Philip III and was sculpted by Giambologna. Throughout history, it 

has had many uses: markets, bullfights, soccer games, trials against “heretics” in 

the Spanish Inquisition, and public executions. It is currently the main site for the 

celebrations of San Isidro, the patron saint of Madrid. Plaza Mayor is essentially 

an open square, surrounded completely by residential buildings. The Casa de la 

Panadería dominates the square and serves many cultural functions. Plaza Mayor 

is fairly large, accommodating easily the large number of people who can be 

found there on a daily basis, in the heart of the old city, within walking distance 

to many other important parts of Madrid. The Plaza measures 129x94 meters.

Having visited Plaza Mayor, I understand why there needed to be a solution 

to chaos in that part of the city. It is certainly busy and a public square 

attracts people, so a large space was needed. Villanueva was genius in 

designing it to be surrounded by residential buildings, in that any space lost 

in having such a large open space is somewhat regained in building 3 stories of 

residences at the perimeter of the space. This serves a dual purpose now. It is a 

tangible limit to the plaza, and it serves as housing in an ideal location in town. 

He used the public space where people spend time to show his design skills 

in a setting where they were sure to be seen. Villanueva took the opportunity to 

create some beautiful, yet somewhat low–key, buildings. The majority of them 

are dark red, with very small balconies in front of normal–sized windows with 

tasteful frames. The Casa de la Panadería is the only building that completely 

stands out. It is taller than the rest of the square, is a different color, and has 

more adornment. It has two towers on either side of the façade that make it 

more eye–catching. Because it is of such cultural importance, it is only fitting that 

Villanueva designed the square in that way. People in the square will be natu-

rally drawn to that building, and the residences will be left relatively less seen, 

adding some privacy. The giant statue in the middle of the square is the typical 

monarchical reminder of power and prowess. Philip III saw the value in what 

was there: an important place for the city of Madrid which would attract many 

natives and tourists. Villanueva designed a space that is simple, yet attracts a 

large number of people and serves an important purpose in the lives of people 

who live in Madrid throughout history into the present day.01
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Location

Aerial 3D

Plan sketch

Calle Mayor

Calle Toledo
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Name:   Palacio Real and Campo del Moro

Location:  Plaza de Oriente, Madrid

Function:  Residence and Museum

Typology:  Representative and Cultural

Size:   L

Highlights:  The Palace and its gardens define the edge of the old   

   city and its relationship with the river.

The Palacio Real is the official residence of the Spanish Royal family in Ma-

drid, but the current family does not reside there. It is owned by the Span-

ish state and is only used for special ceremonies. The palace is located in 

the western part of Madrid along the Manzanares River. It is on the site of a 

fortress from the 9th century and was used by the Moorish royals. Philip II finally 

moved to this location in 1561. Construction began in 1738 and was finally com-

pleted in 1755. The current palace was built after the old Alcázar burned down in 

1734. The architects of the Palacio Real were Filippo Juvarra and Giovanni Battis-

ta Tiepolo along with design input from Ventura Rodríguez, Francesco Sabatini, 

and Martín Sarmiento. It was built in Baroque style mixed with Classicism. The 

structure occupies approximately 1,450,000 square feet and has 3,418 rooms 

within the building, which makes it the largest palace in Europe. There is a large 

fine art collection in the palace, containing pieces from well–known artists such 

as Caravaggio, Velázquez, and Francisco de Goya. The gardens of the Palacio 

Real, known as Campo del Moro, are located directly behind the palace and span 

an area of 20 Ha. It received this name because the Moorish army camped there 

in the 12th century in an unsuccessful attempt to re–conquer Madrid. The garden 

was finally made beautiful in the 19th century and was designed in English style. 

It currently contains over 70 different species of plants.

In the summer of 2010, I visited the Palacio Real with my mother simply to 

travel for leisure. I had not started architecture school yet because I had just 

graduated from high school, so I did not have that kind of perspective at that 

point. It is interesting to visit the palace now that I have been in design school for 

2 years and have a more critical and observant eye. I think that I appreciate 

the design more now, even if it is not my preference of style. I believe that the 

Palacio Real overall can be compared to the Palace of Versailles in France, and I 

found myself finding similarities in many different aspects. The rooms inside 

of the palace are quite lavish, and almost to the point of being excessive. For 

example, there are rooms with walls made of porcelain, hand stitched embroi-

deries or fine velvet. Not only is the décor of the rooms extremely lavish, but the 

actual layout of the structure is extravagant as well. The fact that this palace is 

the largest in Europe proves this point clearly. The level of detail that is involved 

is incredible and no inch has been neglected in terms of the design. We did not 

visit the actual gardens of Campo del Moro, however, from looking at photos 

from various websites, the amount of detail seems to be equivalent to that of the 

design of the rest of the palace. All of the plants seem to be perfectly groomed, 

but contains a lush atmosphere as well. Overall, I think that the building holds 

certain significance in the history of Madrid and the Royal Family and the de-

tails are extremely elaborate, but I find the substantiality of it all against my liking.02
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Location

Aerial 3D

Plan sketch

Calle Bailén

Plaza de Oriente

Campo del Moro

La Almudena

Río Manzanares
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By Colleen Goodwin 

Name:   Parque del Buen Retiro

Location:  Calle Alfonso XII, Madrid

Function:  Park

Typology:  Urban

Size:   XL

Highlights:  The city’s green center and meeting point of different   

   cultural and leisure activities.

The Buen Retiro is one of the biggest parks in Madrid. It originally belonged 

to the Spanish monarchy as a garden until the late 19th century when it be-

came a public park. At that time water was a very distinctive characteristic 

of the gardens. There were many water features and they even hosted mock 

naval battles and plays. It was described as “the world art wonder of the time.” 

However, at the end of the monarchy’s ownership the gardens were neglected, 

but were restored again in 1767 when they were opened up for the first time 

to the public and turned into a park. Ownership passed to the public in 1868 

becoming the “green heart” of the city. It has many statues, fountains and com-

memorative monuments that almost make it an outdoor sculpture museum. The 

Palacio de Cristal, a glass pavilion inspired by the Crystal Palace in London, built 

in 1887 by Jonas Trappe to display flowers and plants from the Philippines, was 

seen as a great accomplishment at the time because it was built in just 4 months. 

Today, it no longer houses plants but is used for art exhibits. The building is in the 

shape of a Greek cross and is made entirely of glass set within an iron framework 

of thin arches. It sits on a brick base decorated with ceramics just behind a pond 

and in the midst of trees, making it feel very much a part of the nature around it.

I 
really liked the park because it felt like a retreat within the city. There was 

so much grass, so many trees and water in such a big area that you could no 

longer hear or see the city once inside of it. This helped make the park feel 

like its own entity separate from the busy city. The Crystal Palace was equally 

as impressive. I especially loved how light the structure was. It was made 

simply, just of repeated steel arches, but the number of arches and the fine 

details on each made it look very intricate. Paired with all the panes of glass 

and high ceiling, the pavilion felt almost transparent and a part of the nature 

surrounding it. Even though I was inside of it I still had complete views of the 

trees around me and lake in front. This helps it still maintain the feeling of its 

old use as a greenhouse. I also saw evidence of how important the presence of 

water initially was in the park. Besides small streams and ponds found scattered 

throughout the park, there was also a large lake that served as a focal point 

of the park. Although there are no longer mock naval battles being held there, 

it is still widely used as many people were boating around on the lake and also 

surrounded it sitting on all of the benches lining its edges. One of my favorite 

parts about the park was that it felt like a small forest due to all of the greenery 

and wildlife within it. People enjoyed playing music, walking, running, relaxing or 

even having a picnic. The park serves as a great multifunctional space within 

the city of Madrid providing something for everyone to enjoy and to escape the 

feel of a busy European city for an afternoon. Areas like these are very beneficial 

to big cities and more specifically their inhabitants.03
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Location

Aerial 3D

Plan sketch

Jardín Botánico

El Prado

Alcalá

Palacio de Cristal
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By Alex Latham

Name:   Gran Vía

Location:  Gran Vía, Madrid

Function:  Transport

Typology:  Urban

Size:   L

Highlights:  The street allows a direct connection between two  

   neuralgic points of the city.

The Gran Vía was approved for construction in 1904 and completed in 1929. 

Madrid’s urban planners believed that there needed to be a new main 

thoroughfare through the city so they created the Gran Vía to connect the 

Calle de Alcalá with Plaza de España. The idea for the street was at first ridiculed 

by the media, giving it the name Gran Vía, which means “Great Road.” It was 

coined the “axe blow on the map” because building the road meant that many 

of Madrid’s central building would have to be destroyed.

Building this large central road opened up many opportunities for architects to 

build updated, large buildings. The beautifully ornate Edificio Metrópolis is the 

most famous of all. Designed by architects Jules and Raymond Fevrier, it was 

built between 1907 and 1911.

In regards to our in class movie, the street does have a part in history with the 

Spanish Civil War. Just before the war, the leftists changed some street names 

while under the Second Spanish Republic. The first two parts of the avenue 

were called Avenida de la C.N.T., but after the war began it was renamed to Ave-

nida de Rusia. It was a center for attack during the Civil War due to the Edificio 

Telefónica that is on the street. It was nicknamed Avenida de los obuses due to 

the multitude of attacks made by Francisco Franco’s Nationalist forces.

The name changed again under the Fascist party when the rebels came to Ma-

drid and renamed it Avenida de José Antonio after the founder of the fascist 

party, Falange. It was finally deemed Gran Vía under the Spanish democracy 

when the socialist mayor in 1981 restored the names of 27 streets in Madrid.

04
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Location

Aerial 3D

Plan sketch

Círculo Bellas Artes Calla Alcalá

Telefónica
Capitol

Callao

Metropolis
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By Josh Mace

Name:   Museo Nacional del Prado

Location:  Paseo del Prado, Madrid

Function:  Museum

Typology:  Cultural

Size:   M

Highlights:  Honorably Housing Spain’s Greatest Works.

Based on the Spanish Royal Collection, El Prado houses what many have 

called Spain’s best art collection. Although primarily Spanish work, the mu-

seum prides itself on displaying works by Velázquez, Goya, Titian, Rubens, 

and Bosch. The museum owns more than 7,600 paintings, 1,000 sculptures, 

4,800 prints, and 8,200 drawings. In spite of this vast collection, the museum 

currently only displays around 1,300 works, the most prominent of which is “Las 

Meninas”. Juan de Villanueva built the old part of the museum in 1785, and Ra-

fael Moneo built the new part in 2007. Originally, King Charles III commissioned 

Juan de Villanueva, to design a “Natural History Cabinet”. Almost 35 years later 

María Isabel de Braganza, wife of Ferdinand VII, metamorphosed the museum 

into El Prado; it has been Spain’s great art museum since. Villanueva represented 

well the typical neoclassical architect at the time, reflected in El Prado. The edi-

fice demands a visitor to visit rooms multiple times. Critics generally call el Prado 

Villanueva’s greatest work. Moneo’s extension increased the museums’ surface 

by around 50%. The extension formally respects its surroundings without deny-

ing its modernity. The buildings connect through an embedded passage linking 

Villanueva’s part to the extension, freeing up the Villanueva building to house 

more important art than could have been possible without it.

Villanueva’s plan and layout interests me the most. Generally, the grid lay-

out forces one to meander rather than process through the space. 

The grand hall on one side of the building and the central axis function as 

landmarks—corridors cannot be found in this building. A work competes with 

every work in the collection rather than only the ones in its category for exhibi-

tion. Overall, the grid promotes versatility and downplays the usual processional 

atmosphere of museums. Moneo has subtly inserted a big idea into El Prado. 

The old building exhibits primarily painting with some sculpture. By putting San 

Jerónimo el Real inside his building, he forced architecture into the permanent 

exhibition. You may say that as a part of the building this means little, after all 

buildings have housed museums for longer than our modern idea of a museum 

has existed. The darker stones of San Jerónimo structure, however, stand out 

starkly against Moneo’s simpler design. Think about it—the stones were pains-

takingly restored and treated as priceless. Moneo then reconstructed the entire 

freestanding structure inside the extension. They won’t move that piece out any 

time soon. El Prado concerns itself more with its program than its edifice. Villan-

ueva built the main Neoclassical building as a place of learning. Moneo’s exten-

sion has allowed the museum to show many more works. Villanueva’s grid plan 

allows for great versatility—the museum becomes a forest of great works. Mo-

neo’s building, on the other hand, has artfully inserted architecture into the mu-

seum’s permanent collection. While not necessarily spectacular, the housing of 

El Prado certainly achieves the goal of honorably housing Spain’s greatest works.05
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By Marcus Hebron

Name:   Museo Reina Sofía

Location:  Ronda de Atocha/Calle de Santa Isabel, Madrid

Function:  Museum

Typology:  Cultural

Size:   M

Highlights:  The plaza of the museum’s extension dignifies the   

   Ronda de Atocha space.

The Reina Sofía Museum, named after Queen Sofiía, is considered to be 

Spain’s national museum for 20th century Spanish art. There are many fa-

mous works in this super sized structure, but the two–highlighted artists 

of this Museum are Pablo Picasso and Salvador Dalí. Reina Sofía also features a 

library with a collection of over 100,000 books and more than 3,500 visual and 

audio recordings. The building was once the foundation of the General Hospital 

of Madrid, where King Phillip II decided to centralize all hospitals in the area. 

Architect José de Hermosilla originally designed the building, and Francisco Saba-

tini designed later additions but only 1/3 of Sabatini’s designs were ever complet-

ed. In 1969, the hospital closed permanently and the building sat abandoned in 

the heart of Madrid. In 1978, work began to restore the building and turn it into 

an art museum. The building has been functioning as a museum since 1986, but 

wasn’t officially inaugurated until 1992. In 2001, Jean Nouvel was commissioned 

to design the new extension to the building which was not completed until 2005.

My first impression of the Reina Sofía Museum was “wow, this was one 

large and old building with modern glass elevators tacked on the fa-

çade.” The exterior of the museum has two different characters. On 

the one hand, the older section is very apparent, with an ornate cornice and a 

few decorative columns. The building itself isn’t that attractive but it does fea-

ture a nice plaza or open square at the front and back of the building. The 

newer section of the building was radically different and featured a protected 

public square. The new building houses offices and a private auditorium.

I really enjoyed the roof structure and materials used throughout the new 

building. It was also strikingly different from the old building because of the 

colors. The older section of Reina Sofía was an old earth–tone stone color, while 

the new section is grey and bright red with hints of black. I felt like I was stand-

ing next to a Ferrari factory. The interior space of Reina Sofía is grand, but very 

narrow in plan and has an interior courtyard. As we walked through the build-

ing, I felt distaste for the way it had been transformed. On the one hand, 

I enjoyed the vastness of the building, but I really disliked the fact that the 

building was boring inside. There was nothing on the walls but tiny paintings. 

The ceilings were also as boring as the floors. It was obvious that the building’s 

interior had been gutted many times before. As I entered the first exhibit room 

displaying Pablo Picasso, I felt even more distaste for Reina Sofía. It was such a 

large building for tiny little paintings. This made traveling through the building a 

little depressing. Due to time constraints, I did not have time to finish the entire 

building, but during my visit, I could not help but think about the new addi-

tion, and if it was really needed. I think the new offices and auditorium could 

have easily been integrated into the older building.06
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By Shane Smith

Name:   Caixa Fòrum Madrid

Location:  Paseo del Prado, Madrid

Function:  Exhibition Center

Typology:  Cultural

Size:   M

Highlights:  An old impregnable building in the centre of the city is   

   transformed into a fluid attraction point.

Caixa Fòrum Madrid was designed by Herzog and de Meuron. The site was 

once home to a power station. When the architects took over the project 

in 2001 the old building was a ruin and the only usable portion was the 

brick shell. To realize the project a surgical operation was carried out that gutted 

everything except the exterior of the old building from the 1st floor upwards.

By removing the ground floor, the architects solved several problems all 

at once. They simultaneously created a large covered plaza and gener-

ated a space to place the new main entrance. By separating the 

building above from its ground floor, the architects began to create 2 distinct 

programs; one for the building above ground, and one for the building below. 

Below ground level an exhibition space was created, as well as a large audito-

rium. Above street level they began a dramatic campaign to make the build-

ing a relevant contemporary structure. Even after gutting the entire building 

there wasn’t enough space for all the program, so they devised a new building 

draped on top of the existing structure. The new portion was skinned in corten 

steel panels and has a modern industrial feel, referencing the nature of the old 

building in its previous life as an industrial complex and showing itself as a con-

temporary new building to the world. The silhouette of the new addition actu-

ally reflects the roofscape of the buildings which surround it. The structure was 

wonderfully solved by designing three superstructures that pierce through 

the levels from top to bottom, anchoring the whole construction together. These 

superstructure columns are hollow and the main stair case and elevator shafts 

are placed within. Since these structures do not have air conditioning a flat water 

fountain was positioned on the bottom floor helpinf exchange the hot air for 

cool air. The walls are not load bearing, so the floors are hung from these super 

structures. In the covered plaza, beneath the building, there is another fountain 

which relieves pressure from the existing underground river. The fountain taps 

into this river and diverts a portion of it to the surface. In front of the original site 

ther used to be another building, which blocked the view from the road. To cre-

ate a connection from the Caixa Fòrum to the street and the museum district 

beyond, a plaza was opened together with a Vertical Garden, by Patrick Blanc, 

on the blank wall of the building neighboring the space. Originally the vertical 

garden was to have tropical plants, but they would not survive in the dry heat 

of Madrid, and Mediterranean varieties were planted instead. It is difficult to tell 

but the vertical garden reflects the same roof pattern as the new section of the 

Caixa Fòrum, yet another reflection of the roofscape of the surrounding build-

ings. Herzog and de Meuron used a variety of tools and processes to develop 

this unique and beautiful space that is free and open to the public, and it has 

grown into one of the most successful gallery spaces in Madrid.07
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Name:   Escaleras La Granja

Location:  Subida de la Granja, Toledo

Function:  Escalator

Typology:  Urban

Size:   L

Highlights:  The escalators connect the medieval town of Toledo   

   with the parking areas.

José Antonio Martínez Lapeña and Elías Torres were faced with the challenge 

of fusing historical sites with modern day pedestrian and vehicular traffic. La 

Granja Escalators are part of the City Council of Toledo’s plan for revitalizing 

the city center. The function of the escalator is to transport people from the 400 

space–parking garage (Paseo de Recaredo) to the Historic Center of Toledo (a 

UNESCO site) and improve overall traffic congestion in the city center. The archi-

tects paid homage to the original medieval walls by having the escalators begin 

below their foundations. To help reduce the visual impact of the mechanics of 

the structure, the staircases have been imbedded into the Rodadero hillside and 

constructed with ochre concrete found in many Toledo buildings. Saving an extra 

36 m in length, the stairs are divided into 6 sections that form the zigzag shape, 

to not only mirror the changing topography, but also reduce the feeling of ver-

tigo. The architects chose to project the roof out away from the hillside to shelter 

the escalators and allow the opening to appear long and continuous. Views of 

the Vega del Tajo and new Toledo appear while ascenting up the hillside. 

At first glance, approaching the structure from below, the escalators 

looked more like a sculptural work of art rather than what could have 

been an unattractive, obstructing machine. An article from a Toledo 

touristic site mentioned that many people were opposed to the entire idea of the 

escalators, fearing they would detrimentally affect the surrounding landscape 

and reroute the tourist traffic away from the other entrances to the city center. 

Connecting the two parts of the city is quite effective; tourists and locals alike 

take advantage of the new system, enjoying the experiential quality that 

the architects created. The entrance underneath the old ruins opening up to a 

small plaza provided a thoughtful node within the journey. The warm color of 

the concrete offered a soft contrast to the angular shapes of the roof and the 

sleek matte finish of the escalators. The openings proved to be quite success-

ful; the views were not disappointing. Having the green roof overhang crafted 

the illusion that the stairs were all on the same plane, similar to an infinity pool 

effect. After studying about drainage techniques in our Materials and Technol-

ogy class, I recognized that the underside of the roof was constructed with a lip 

for water disposal, in addition to the spouts. Looking back down the escalators, 

the combination of the angled roof and the walls of the stairs created an interest-

ing frame of the medieval ramparts below. Perhaps this was intended to draw 

the eye to the similarity of both structures in their importance to the city. After 

ascending 2 escalators in Toledo, the first by Rafael Moneo, I felt like Lapeña and 

Torres were successful in integrating the escalators into its surroundings, giving 

back to the city with a practical purpose and of course providing a sustainable 

and aesthetic modernity to Toledo.09
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By Jay Holt

Name:   Catedral de Toledo

Location:  Plaza del Ayuntamiento, Toledo

Function:  Cult

Typology:  Religious

Size:   M

Highlights:  The cathedral articulates several spaces around it, being  

   the catalyst of the city’s growth.

Formally known as the Primate Cathedral of Saint Mary of Toledo, the Toledo 

Cathedral is one of the premier Roman Catholic, Gothic Cathedrals of Spain. 

The site has a rich history, beginning as the grounds of a Visigoth church 

in 587. Once the town became taken over by Arabic influence, the church was 

burned down and became the site of the city mosque. In 1085, Alfonso VI, con-

quered the mosque and the construction of the cathedral began in 1226 under 

Ferdinand III ending in the 15th century with the exception of later adaptations, 

in the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries. The plan of the building consists of 5 naves, 

which resulted from the covering of the Mosque’s prayer space. It includes as-

pects of the mudejar style, which are evident in the cloister and arches of the tri-

forium. The use of light and structure of the vaults are important to note as you 

pass through. With the exception of the transept the vaulted ceilings are quadri-

partite. The exterior has 4 exceptional façades which are named in relation to the 

ornamentation and sculpting: Puerta del Perdón, Puerta del Reloj, and Puerta 

de los Leones. The dimensions of the building are 120m x 59m x 44.5m and the 

width of the nave is 18m. The predominant material used is white limestone.

The visit was one of the most memorable sites visited on our trip. As you 

approach the cathedral, you instantly notice the enormous scale of the 

92m tall tower. You then approach the plaza, where you can appreciate 

the high level of craft and ornamentation implemented in the main façade and 

detect elements of the gothic and mudejar styles. Particularly notable about the 

layout upon entering is the response to the rich history of the city and the 

implications of the transformation of its religious affiliation. Every aspect is visu-

ally stimulating and engaging. The immense distance from your eyes to the 

vaulted ceilings, the ethereal quality of color and light filtered in through 

the stained glass windows, intricacy of the sculptures and grand use of materi-

als create an incredible experience. The perspective views provided from gazing 

straight ahead down each nave and up to the quadripartite vaulted ceilings were 

spectacular. The quality of diffuse light passing through the pastel colored win-

dows and artistic expression represented within them contribute to the remark-

able interior aesthetics. The Rose Window, located in the transept above the 

portal of the clock is the most unique. Appropriately named, this window differs 

from the others in that it has a radial shape with floral details. As if viewing a 3 

dimensional painting, I was intrigued by the appearance of the chapels from afar 

and even more so upon entering them and seeing the paintings, sculptures and 

materials up close. The most engaging aspect of the choir was the level of detail 

in the carvings of the stalls. Our group met outside by the cloister and transi-

tioned to the base of the bell tower. Multiple stories later, via a compressed spiral 

staircase, we arrived at the top of the tower to panoramic views of the city.10
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By Worth Younts

Name:   Estación de Atocha

Location:  Plaza Emperador Carlos V/Paseo de la Infanta Isabel

Function:  Transport

Typology:  Urban

Size:   L

Highlights:  The station’s central location creates an attraction and   

   dissemination pole.

Atocha Station, located in the Arganzuela district of Madrid, is Madrid’s 

largest railroad station. The station was eventually given its name due 

to its proximity to nearby Our Lady of Atocha basilica. The station today 

has grown into a complex housing both local and regional trains with service to 

Barcelona, Seville, Toledo, Valencia, and Valladolid.

Today’s station is built on top of the site of the original train station of Madrid, 

Estación de Mediodía, built in 1851 and destroyed by fire. Alberto de Palacio 

Elissagne designed the first renovation, which was completed in 1892. Elissagne 

collaborated with Gustave Eiffel and consulted with structural engineer Henry 

Saint James in creating the Wrought Iron Renewal styled train station. The origi-

nal building by Elissagne and Eiffel was taken out of service in 1985, and was 

converted to a concourse. The concourse repurposed the free span wrought 

iron and glass structure into a 4,000 square meter tropical garden. The new train 

complex, finished in 1992, is based off of designs from Spanish architect Rafael 

Moneo. The new complex was needed to house the addition of the AVE trains, 

local commuter trains, and two metro stations.

The latest addition, a memorial dedicated to the victims of the March 11, 2004 

train bombings, was completed on the three–year anniversary of the event. The 

terrorist attack, dubbed 11–M, was the largest in Spanish history; claiming 191 

victims from 17 countries, and wounding around 1,800 other passengers. The 

11–M memorial consists of an 11 meter tall cylinder constructed out of glass 

blocks, and is situated just out front of the Atocha station. The hollow cylinder 

is lined with a clear membrane, on which is inscribed hundreds of letters of grief 

from around the world. Siting for the memorial was just outside of the Atocha 

station as its own freestanding structure, marking the location that the bombed 

trains were headed. Visitors are able to view the letters of grief while looking up-

wards through the hollow cylinder from an empty blue room underneath the base.

In visiting the train station, we were unable to view the 11–M memorial, but we 

were able to observe the tropical gardens within the old station. The gardens 

created a nice contrast from Elissagne and Eiffel’s beautiful iron structure. 

The atmosphere within the space seems very clean, and the air seems much 

fresher due to the vegetation. The way that the space has transformed is very 

interesting to me. In the time that the original building was constructed, trains 

were coal powered, and put off a large amount of soot, creating a dirty environ-

ment. Today the iron structure is painted, and kept clean, and where the tracks 

once stood houses a tropical garden that is an environment for turtles. The 

space has also gone from a darker area that was lit via the glass ceiling in the 

center, to utilizing both the existing skylights and retrofitted lights to create a 

much more inviting space.11
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Name:   Matadero

Location:  Plaza Legazpi, Madrid

Function:  Contemporary Creative Center

Typology:  Cultural

Size:   L

Highlights:  The structure of the former slaughterhouse has been 

   adapted to creativity spaces, adding a stop to the  

   Manzanares River project.

The Matadero Cultural Center didn’t always have the programmatic sophis-

tication that it has now. When construction began in 1911, Spain was a 

different place entirely, as was the function of this building as a slaughter-

house.

From the time we entered the complex, I could tell that this place had seen 

its fair share of blood. I’m not exactly sure what it was, maybe the smell 

of pain still lingering in the air, maybe the cloudy plastic flaps over the bay 

doors, or maybe it was the repetitive buildings that reminded me of a grue-

some assembly line. This type of energy is not something that you can buy 

or apply to your façade. It is only through decades of usage that a place can 

capture some of the energy it once had.

As the new program began to reveal itself, I became fascinated with the elegance 

with which the building was transformed. The mass was still there, the massive 

stonewalls, the exposed beams, the darkness. However, the architects were 

able to compose the interior spaces in order to support the experimentation, in-

novation, and synthesis of the arts, music, and design.

Some may recognize a bit of irony here. This was the transformation of a place 

that represented the end of life for so many years, into a laboratory of collabora-

tive creativity, a place that now generates life, ideas that will impact the world.

Something about this play of life and death had me in a sort of serenity. I felt 

as though the building was replenishing the life that it took and more so, 

supporting human creativity and innovation. Some buildings that you visit as 

a young designer are awe-inspiring, such as the Sagrada Família, but most are 

not. Some buildings are magical, such as the Barcelona Pavilion by Mies, but 

there are a few buildings that strike a different note, somewhere in that galaxy 

of emotions there is a sense that you get when you can relate, everything 

makes sense. Maybe its personal, maybe it’s not, or maybe it’s something that 

you can’t explain with words, whatever the case may be this was one of those 

buildings for me.

11
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d By Clair Dias

Name:   Barrio de Carabanchel

Location:  Avenida de la Peseta, Madrid

Function:  Housing

Typology:  Urban

Size:   XL

Highlights:  Extension of Madrid through a series of housing  

   projects made by different architects, most of  

   international recognition.

The Carabanchel neighborhood in Madrid was once a town in its own right, 

separate from the capital. Yet, as with most towns along the outskirts of 

Madrid, it was eventually annexed as part of the municipality. Carabanchel 

is notoriously famous for its involvement with the Spanish Civil War. Despite its vi-

olent historical context, Carabanchel today is better known as a conglomeration 

of architectural housing developments. The area has experienced a population 

boom in recent decades, with a large influx of immigrants from North Africa, but 

also from South America and Eastern Europe. These new populations created 

the need for more housing in dense areas. A simple Google search lists dozens 

of firms with works in the area. I chose to focus on an apartment complex by 

Dosmasuno Architects, a Madrid–based firm comprised of Ignacio Borrego, Nés-

tor Montenegro and Lina Toro.

The complex consists of 102–apartments, each with the same layout. Con-

struction began in 2004 and the building was completed in 2007. It is built 

along two edges of the perimetre of the site, leaving a large central 

space open which has been converted to parking, but is covered to provide 

public space to the residents. The two street side façades appear as flat planes 

covered in a white metal mesh, allowing light and air to penetrate the façade 

while maintaining privacy. Some of these mesh panels are mobile, allowing 

residents to push them aside or keep them in place. The inner two façades which 

face the public area of the site consist of boxes which extrude off the main fa-

cades. They appear to be randomly organized, and vary in size and length. The 

main structure is concrete from an aluminum cast, a construction innovation 

due to the lightness of the components which allowed workers to assemble 

them with greater ease and with less heavy machinery. The protruding spaces 

are made of light steel modules. Each of the spaces is organized according to 

solar orientation, with bedrooms facing the north façade and living rooms 

facing the south. The street view of the structure makes the building look rather 

nondescript. The metal shade panels which envelope the surface give it the 

look of one big, blurry white plane. However, stepping around the side of the 

building along the edge of the site’s public space reveals the strengths of the 

building’s design. We are still unaccustomed to the wonders of cantilevers and 

the heavy use of these floating modules make the structure look as though it is in 

constant shift, as though it cannot decide what its resting shape will be. These 

modules serve to reinstate the focus of the building, the public space above the 

car park. This space still appears to be in limbo as to what purpose it will serve 

its residents, but it provides the potential for many additional programs for the 

building’s residents.12
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By Kevin Staten

Name:   Torres Blancas

Location:  Avenida de América, Madrid

Function:  Housing

Typology:  Urban

Size:   XL

Highlights:  A building which transformed a neighborhood and the   

   way people live.

This residential tower was designed by Francisco Javier Sáenz de Oíza in 

1961. The tower was started in 1964 and completed in 1969. This 71m   

tall structure is built of reinforced concrete. The structure lies at the center 

where the elevators and stair tower are and around the perimeter of the building, 

so what is seen on the exterior walls is structure. The plans originally involved the 

use of an additive in the pouring of the concrete to make it white. This would 

have been achieved with white marble powder, but the budget did not allow for 

this product. Thus Torres Blancas is, in fact, not white. There were also plans for 

a second tower, but this was never built also due to a lack of funding. However, 

the tower that was built and completed consists of 20 floors for home and office 

use, plus two additional floors on top. There is roof access for all of the residents, 

which contains a rooftop pool and patio, which was originally part of a restau-

rant, but now the patio is bare and only used for private parties.

Oíza wanted to build a unique residential high rise building that seemed organic 

and tree like with the curved terraces similar to wood with their dark windows 

and brown shutters. The cylindrical form of the building and floor plan through-

out the living spaces also eludes to the dominant arbor design. He combined 

Le Corbusier’s idea of rationalism in building houses with gardens and Wright’s 

proposal of the building being organic. By making it his own personal synthesis 

of the two, this building is often classified as Organicist.

When visiting Torres Blancas, I was rather surprised at how different 

it looked in person compared to pictures online. Unfortunately, it 

looked much dirtier in person, but that did not turn me away from 

the beauty I see in the building. The curving forms, the pure concrete struc-

ture, the height are all elements that give this building true character. Al-

though it is in Madrid, it is far enough out in the city that the area is not as dense, 

therefore, giving the viewer of the building a good distance with which to view 

the building with a full perspective to fully understand the tree like essence of 

the building. After given the ability to go on a tour of the building led by Oiza’s 

son, I better understood the entirety of the building. Even the interior feels like 

inside the branches of a tree. The ceiling in the main lobby area has circular parts 

that all have different heights as if eluding to lusch branches or even the sky. We 

were brought to the rooftop to see the view, rooftop pool, and patio. There was 

an incredible view of the city from the top out across the whole city. We could 

even see another one of Oíza’s works, the Bank of Bilbao building. Similar to that 

of the floor plan of the building, the pool is guided by curves and has somewhat 

of a free form. Small towers around it that help create an intimate environment 

and to block from the scorching Spanish sun. Overall, the building is beautifully 

unique and sits on a site that accentuates its design well.13
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By Marisa Lappin

Name:   Madrid Río

Location:  Manzanares River, Madrid

Function:  Leisure and connection

Typology:  Urban

Size:   XL

Highlights:  Several projects have connected the river back to the   

   74349797 city and have solved an important 

   infrastructural problem.

The Madrid Río project began in 2006, and was completed in 2011. It is a 10 

km park that runs along the Manzanares River covering 649 hectares, and 

connects six districts. In order to create this large park, the city of Madrid 

had to put one of its major highways, the M30, underground, no small feat. The 

architects in charge of the master plan for the project were West 8 along with 

MRIO Arquitectos. The Madrid Río park has within it many green zones, with 

25,000 new trees. The large park is broken up in to sections, each offering some-

thing for the people to enjoy. Along the promenade called Salón de Pinos, there 

are playgrounds and exercise circuits, bicycle paths, and rest areas. The Avenida 

de Portugal has underground parking, and gardens for the local residents to use. 

Huerta de la Partida was where one time the royal gardens were located. Now 

it contains fruit trees. The most popular area of the park is the Arganzuela park, 

with its main feature being 3 different pools, one pool with misters to just cool 

people off, one with fountains for children, and one simply a shallow pool to 

lay and cool off. The multiple bridges that cross the river provide amazing views 

of the park and the river. Other attractions that the park has to offer are a rock 

climbing wall, a BMX course, a skate park, and soccer fields.

I’m not sure how the people of Madrid received the project, but what I saw of 

Madrid Río I liked very much. The sidewalks were nice and wide, and the space 

was very open, a grateful reprieve from the more dense and noisy city. 

There was also lots of green vegetation in the area providing another retreat 

from the city. Though I was not able to see the entire project, I feel that it will be 

a very successful project. This project has created an area for the people of Ma-

drid to use for their enjoyment and relaxation, providing a little bit of everything 

for everyone. With so many different areas to choose from, and so many differ-

ent activities made easier through the use of the project, the park is destined to 

become a popular attraction for the locals and some visitors as well. My one 

complaint is that there are not more green spaces. To me, a park should be 

covered with trees and grass, but this is the difference between Spain and the 

United States. Spain’s natural climate is very dry and Mediterranean, whereas 

the United States has areas where it can support large green areas. Since the 

project was just completed, the park still seems a bit sparse. Given time though, 

the trees and other plants will grow, providing more shade for people, as well as, 

make the park look more appealing. There are also environmental factors to 

consider, and how easy it will be to repair a highway underground. But only time 

maybe able to tell if this project is truly a real success, and the benefits for the 

people outweight any issues dealing with money or maintenance.

14
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DAY 1 An early flight to Amsterdam, morning light on the train and smiling faces on our arrival to Rotterdam, the first stop of the trip.

the first building that was visited, a Modern Movement example of a 

emptied, into a design and architecture hub near Rotterdam.

restoration and working for Rotterdam Woont, an institution which

The Van Nelle Factory, 1925-1931, by Brinkman and van der Vlugt was

tobacco, coffee and tea factory transformed, once the building was

Architects Frans Hooykaas and Lucas van Zuijlen, specialized in 

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8
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has been registering housing projects of the last 150 years in the city. We visited Justus van Effen, built in 1919 and just restored,

the 17th century neighborhood of Delftsehaven not destroyed during  

Jobsveem, a restoration done by Lucas and Wessel de Jonge.

West 8 in 1996 together with the cinema by Koen van Velsen.

Le Medi, a new project with an international allure,

WW2 and from where the Pilgrim fathers left for Plymouth, US, and 

We ended the day in the city center, Schouwburgplein, project by

9 10

11 12

13 14
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DAY 2. Early morning visit to the cultural heart of Rotterdam, starting with the NAi, Netherlands Architecture, Institute built by Jo Coenen in

models from the early 20th century until today; an exhibition on Louis

built proposals allowed us to understand the city and the country.

economic area of The Netherlands. Past, Present and Future.

1993. The treasury, a model space conceived by Rem Koolhaas has

Kahn and another one on the Dutch territory with theoretical and

The link between non built areas and cities in the Randstad, the main

17 18

19 20

21 22

23 24
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Together with the Library and the Archive of the NAi, a space for relaxing, with Lego and giant soft construction pieces.

the owner of the Van Nelle lived, built by the same architect.

A walk through the Museum Park, originally designed by OMA and

Kunsthal, Koolhaas’ culture center from 1992. A Maillol exhibition

Just in fron of the NAi there is the Sonneveld House, the place where

Visiting the house made it easy to understand how it used to be.

recently changed because of a new parking space, took us to the

25 26

27 28

29 30

31 32
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allowed many talents to show their capacities. The Veerhaven harbor allowed us to take a boat to the other side of

of the city we were able to see the new constructions that since the

buildings by Mecanoo, Álvaro Siza, Renzo Piano, Bolles and Wilson, 

near the Erasmus Bridge by UNStudio from where we saw the center.

the Maas River and see one of Europe’s biggest ports. On this part

late 90s have been surrounding Hotel New York: office and housing

and the mixed use building under construction by Rem Koolhaas, all

33 34

35 36

37 38

39 40
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DAY 3. The train took us to Hilversum, the Media city of Holland. Our first stop was at the Villa VPRO by MVRDV, 1993-1997. The

allowed this building which would not be possible today due to 

did not leave anybody the same.

the archive of all broadcasted programs in the country. After

artificial topography in one of the few natural places with a natural one,

regulations but which, from the outside to the upper garden roof

The Sound and Vision building by Neutelings and Riedijk contains
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lunch we visited another MVRDV building for a TV company, the  Media Authority headquarters by van Velsen and then we crossed 

which follows a very personal language with ideas from Wright.

where we saw projects by UNStudio, Christian de Portzamparc,

all following the masterplan made out of speed layers by OMA.

Dudok’s garden city to reach his townhall, finished in 1931, and 

Once again the train took us to Almere, the youngest city in Europe

Kazuyo Sejima and Ryue Nishizawa, Alsop, van Zuuk, Claus en Kaan,
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DAY 4. Fog was present during the morning as we visited The Hague with its new Postmodern center by Graves, Sjoeders, Pelli and Krier

also has other more hidden secrets such as the metro stops by

the parking-street-level, the commercial floor and the tram platform

of Parliament and the old squares of the city with buildings which

and also with Richard Meier’s townhall and city Library. The center

Koolhaas, conceived as a series of layers from the top non car street,

Following the visit through the political capital we crossed the House 
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were not destroyed during WW2. The train station is now being renewed and new highrise buildings are appearing in the skyline of

which has an interesting urban scheme by MVRDV and housing

water a main element of housing. One of the projects was done by 

materials with new uses and avoiding details to reduce budget.

the city. We took the tram to Ypenburg, a neighborhood of The Hague

typologies by several architects. Each plot is an island, making

MVRDV themselves, taking cars away from the houses and trying 
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Our goal was Theo Jansen’s working space, on the top of a dike in this neighborhood where green spaces are mixed with experimental

or social centers made the neighborhood seem quite empty, a place

the dike which we climbed and then met Theo. He showed us his

wind or by condensing air into plastic bottles. We were allowed to

housing proposals. The lack of communitary services such as shops

where geese had more improtance than people. We finally reached

animals built from plastic electricity pipes and which move with

73 74
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play with the animals before he explained how the bones, muscles and brains worked and how he built them in his atelier.

his research and new animals such as the ones above.

where we visited the Architecture School but also the Library by

and big meetings take place. Free evening in Delft.

The group also helped empty water bottles which will be used in

The tram then took us to Delft, the old city center and the University

Mecanoo and the Aula, a building by Bakema where conferences
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DAY 5. We visited Utrecht on our way to Wageningen. We started with the University where we visited the Power station chimneys

by Erick van Egeraat as an extension to the Hospital building with

in several structural lightwells. Housing is also important in this

Before lunch we stopped at the University Library by Wiel Arets, a

built by Zeinstra van der Poel and the ABC Medecine building built

the cafeteria, office spaces and vertical communications introduced

campus with types such as the experimental box units by Richard Bryant.
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black concrete cube in which the program hangs from the roof creating many different spatial situations. Black concrete and glass

After lunch we visited Koolhaas’ Educatorium, one of his first works,

The Minnaert by Neutelings and Riedijk or the faculty by Mecanoo

dealing with economic and sustainable issues. The bus took us to

using the same drawing create the façade of this building.

a program that follows a continuous path to the conference rooms.

had also been, when they were built, experiments in Faculty building
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the old center where the Townhall, transformed by Enric Miralles just before his death in 2000 is a surprising element among the

architect dealt with new construction and emptying the complex

program and path through the building. The student character of the

we had a drink in one of the city’s oldest places.

double section cannals. Reusing some of the exisiting buildings, the

mixture of exisiting elements in order to bring light and also a clear

city makes it ideal to make a pause and discuss about the trip while
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DAY 6. We woke up in Wageningen where we wanted to visit NIOO-KNAW, a building just finished by Claus en Kaan where they

regarding the project of the building itself but also the program. The

biological and ecological issues which are then used in our daily life.

showed us around, from the green roof where they have plants

have dealt with ecological and sustainable issues but not only

company is a research center which works on different levels with

We had a presentation by the people working there which also
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with different properties such as creating electricity, to the solar panels and the accumulators which allow energy consumption

and toilets which reuse their own water were more examples.

Schroeder House by Gerrit Rietveld. We also saw his Driver’s house,

and SEARCH’s double house which are in the neighborhood.

to be produced entirely by themselves. The use of recycled wood

We then went back to Utrecht as we wanted to visit the famous

the first prefabricated building in The Netherlands and MVRDV’s 
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DAY7. We started in Amsterdam visitng Zaandam, one of the areas which still has several windmills which are in use and also 

In a protected area but also an area oh high factory density due to

time ago had around 1,000 windmills. The ones which still work

stones, the small water windmills and the youngest one which is

rebuilt village with original houses from the 17th century.

the river, some windmills continue working in a place which, some

today are the peanut oil windmill, the paint one which crushes
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used to saw timber which is sold for reconstruction projects in the country. After visiting this pintoresque area we visited Amsterdam

market, the streets with canals where people live and the Beginhof,

This patio of the city is in the middle of the dense commercial center

become the extension of the city. Funenpark by Architekten Cie is

center, from Dam square to Berlage’s Stock Exchange, the flower

where one of the only wooden houses of the city still exists.

and not that far away we visited the districts that since 2000 have
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the newest area with a building protecting the neigborhood from the noise of the train tracks. From here, the well-known Borneo-

buildings is The Whale but the rest of the plan reinterpretates the 

of the urban conditions, use of materials and connection with the

of the parks and green areas such as the inner court of The Whale.

Sporenburg by West8 is not far at all. One of the most characteristic

Amsteram house in a new way, making each architect react in front

water. Many architects built their projects and West8 was in charge
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It was late when we reached The EYE, the new film institute by the austrian architects Delugan and Meissl.

free option for the last day as well as the visit to some of MVRDV’s

for elder people and the other one as a social housing block.

we took the airplane to Barcelona where we arrived at midnight. 

DAY 8. The Stedelijk Museum extended by Brenthem Crouwel was a 

housing proposals such as the WOZOCO’s and the Parkrand, one

In the late evening we went to Schiphol airport where, exhausted,
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The Whale. Die Architekten Cie

By Nicole Dreilich [Photos 148 — 152]

This building is very recognizable because its name, The Whale, perfectly describes its form. It is a 

massive building, clad in zinc (giving it the grey color). It dips in the center, which almost makes it 

seem as if it is lifting its head up towards the sky. The building is also interesting because its entire 

mass is lifted up off the ground. So essentially, it looks like a floating whale. However, the archi-

tects did not just build a giant marine mammal. It take into account how a person living inside the 

building will want sunlight from multiple directions, so even the spaces right in the middle of the 

building have windows that look outside and in towards the inner patio garden. The thing that I 

criticize here is the fact that you cannot actually access the garden as a resident of the building. 

Why would it be such a bad thing to allow the residents to enjoy the simple pleasure of a garden 

on the rare days when The Netherlands has good weather? However, I do think that the inner 

space that allows sunlight to penetrate the building is a good idea in colder climates. It is more 

energy efficient, allowing the user to turn down the heater, and it makes the inside generally 

more pleasant to live in. I also think it is really interesting how the architects decided to display 

the system for the building walls in the base of the building. Rather than leaving it a mystery to 

anyone using the building, all one needs to do is go to the glass display case (essentially where 

they replaced the zinc with glass) and it is easy to figure out how the insulation etc. works on 

the building. While I don’t think that a normal person living there will find the tectonics of the 

underlying insulation on the façade to be all the interesting, as a student of architecture, I think 

it’s interesting, if not a little aesthetically strange.

Commissariaat voor Media. Koen van Velsen

By Lillian Jones [Photos 50]

Koen van Velsen designed the Media building in Hilversum, just outside of the city of Rotterdam. 

When we first arrived at the site, I was not overly impressed with the façade of the building. It 

was not unattractive to me, but my first thoughts were not wonderful. I suppose this is because 

the façade was mainly concrete with metal window shading; not very inviting in the cold, dreary 

weather. My opinion immediately changed when we entered the building. The concrete entrance 

sloped down to the main level and contained very interesting and inviting furnishings mixed with 

the harsher aspects of the concrete. Each floor was so spacious with large windows on almost 

every wall, which were open to the green surroundings of the area. I think that having these large 

windows, which let in the most natural light, is so important in a working environment. Person-

ally, I am not as productive with my work if there is only artificial or florescent lighting. Although 

the space was quite open, the designer created individual areas within the whole space, which 

divided it up, but at times, the overall flow of the building seemed to be broken up. I think that the 

placement of the columns attributed to this factor. Also, there was much thought that went into 

the acoustics of the building. Being built mainly of concrete and steel, there are elements placed 

around the area to absorb sound. It obviously worked well because there were very little echoes 

in the larger two–story spaces. One aspect about the building that I thought was very successful 

was the use of stairs to create a multi–level space within this massive structure. Even within each 

floor, there were smaller staircases, which dipped down into a completely different space or very 

large amphitheater–type stairs, which opened up the space. This created a visual interest, rather 

than just having flat floors on each level. There were some minor details, which I personally did 

not like very much, but overall, I think that the concept of the building was very intriguing.
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Hilversum Sound Institute. Neutelings Riedijk Architects

By Alex Latham [Photos 47 — 48]

According to Wikipedia, the Hilversum Sound Institute looks after and provides access to 70% of 

the Dutch audio–visual heritage. (800,000 hours of music and film!) It functions as a business ar-

chive for the national broadcasting corporations, a cultural heritage institute, and also a museum. 

Upon first seeing the building, it’s bright colorful façade appears to me almost as a smearing of 

impressionist oil paintings gridded onto the walls. I cannot say I find it aesthetically pleasing. I lean 

more towards the smooth, effortless facades of buildings that are less “busy” in terms of color. 

To me, a black, white, or even silver façade has a much more sleek and professional appearance.

But not all color is bad. The solid orange inside the building combined with grey brick has a much 

more successful and continuous appearance. I liked the cube openings to the solid orange hallway 

and the other solid, profound walls throughout the building.

While at the building we had a wonderful lunch, our free sandwiches from the hotel of course, 

while sipping coffee and enjoying a nice naturally–lit booth with a splendid view of the outdoor 

patio which unfortunately was too cold to sit there. I believe the stadium seating in the cafeteria 

was very successful in opening up the space to both air and light. The building seemed to be 

bustling with activities of young families with children playing and tourists alike, making it a light, 

playful atmosphere as its outer façade would suggest.

All in all, although I do not find the façade of the Hilversum Sound Institute as astounding as 

some people, I know that the idea of the old films being transitioned into façade art pertains to 

the actual use of the building. I love the airy openness of the interior and I found the building an 

enjoyable place to spend a little bit of our afternoon.

Utrecht University Library. More than Books. Wiel Arets

By Josh Mace [Photos 96 — 99]

A large cone intersected by an artificial concrete topography composes the dynamic first impres-

sion of the Bibliotheek Tu in Delft, by Mecanoo. While the form leaves a striking impression, the 

design’s real power lies in its program. Completed in 1997, the library predates the arrival of eb-

ooks which would later begin changing the inherent premise of the library forever. The architect 

designed this library, in which books certainly matter but do not drive the design, ahead of its 

time. Only two or three rows of bookshelves line the back wall. Primarily, the library is a place to 

work in peace. Featuring various movable chairs and desks, students of Delft university visit the 

library to work. It goes beyond book storage. Students have the option to work in one of the huge 

media labs, on the large floor space broken up by clustered chair arrangements, in extra silence 

at a desk inside the cone structure, in the coffee shop providing provisions for further journeys 

into research, or on the grassy roof to get some fresh air away from must tomes and computer 

exhaust. The library of Delft University can serve as a guide for the library of the future, as it does 

so much more than hold increasingly obsolete books.

NIOO–KNAW. Claus en Kaan Architects

By Marcus Hebron [Photos 114 — 124]

The NIOO–KNAW research building was by far my favorite green and energy efficient building that 

I have seen. Upon walking up to the building’s main entrance, the first thing I thought to myself 

was “wow, this building screams energy–efficient.” I thought this was a great thing because 

nowadays, many buildings claim to be green but the average person can’t tell just by looking at 
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it. Here, you could visual see the wet and grassy landscape that this building rested on. You could 

also visualy see the wooden panels on the facade and the green–roof seemed to be load baring; 

atleast i’m assuming that it is because the staff didn’t hesitate taking some 16 or more people up 

there at a time. They also conduct research on the roof which was something I have never seen 

before. The architects, and scientist did a wonderful job maximizing the amount space that’s avail-

able for research in this building by allowing the roof be a canvas for new plant life.

The main thing I liked about the main building was the transparency between interior spaces.

Never have I been a lab where you could see everything. The amount of glass and open space felt 

like Clemson’s architecture studio back home. I always thought of labs being something secretive 

and closed in. The architects play on natural light within the interior was also nice to look at. I 

enjoyed walking up on the roof and looking at how the architect positioned the skylights so that 

they always faced the sun.

The buildings in the back of the complex were also fascinating because of the recycled wooden 

material used on the facade. Although its only an experiment, it is something I could look into in 

my studio designs. Even the ground we walked on was used a hold tanks for algae growth for 

cleaning waste water. This was another example of maximizing space for research. The building 

seemed to work because of the architect’s knowledge of the environment and the scientist con-

tinuing to use the building as part of their research.

Utrecht Library. Wiel Arets

By Haley Fitzpatrick [Photos 96 — 99]

My first perception of the Utrecht Library was the model we observed at the Mies Foundation. 

At first glance, I thought that the composition of the building was very appealing. The glass box 

that enclosed the floating levels provided an interesting effect regarding reflection and illusion. It 

seemed like the various spaces within the building really were floating unless you looked carefully 

at the structural elements of suspension inside. Although the dominant color of the interior levels 

was black, the space felt contradictorily light and airy, thanks to the glass façade and staggered 

levels that allowed plenty of natural light into the space. I felt like there was a very cohesive and 

uniform feeling to the structure with the all black interior and strategic usage of red to mark 

certain areas. In contrast, the Mecanoo library at TU Delft seemed too busy with all of the colors, 

irregular shapes and the many structural columns in the main lobby. In my opinion, the Utrecht 

library would be more conducive to working with the combination of the subtle color pallet and 

the large amounts of natural light. Furthermore, I was drawn to the architect’s usage of the pat-

terned screens that could be opened and moved according to how much sun was entering the 

building. My only criticism to this system would be the actual image used on the screens (as well 

as the relief on some of the walls on the interior). It doesn’t seem to work with the other elements 

of the building aesthetically; I would have preferred something more subtle.

Villa VPRO. MVRDV

By Jay Holt [Photos 43 — 46]

Designed to house the operations behind a significant broadcasting company in the Netherlands, 

Hillversum Villa VPRO building not only accommodates its intended program well, it allows room 

for adaptation to current and future needs. After learning about the firm MVRDV and that this 

was their first constructed project, I was largely impressed, particularly because of the complex 

program, intriguing form and unconventional use of materials. This was by no means a light 

undertaking on the then small firm’s part. Speaking more on initial reactions to the building I 
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really appreciated the material palette of concrete, wood and glass used throughout. The use of 

concrete allowed the building to make interesting formal moves, particularly in the responding 

to the sectional changes on the interior of the building and in transitioning from the recently fin-

ished lower level to the parking area directly adjacent to the building. The use of different glass 

tints in the building is functionally expressive and aesthetically beautiful from the exterior. On the 

interior, the high degree of glazing allows natural light to penetrate the building and establishes 

a strong visual connection with the site on which it rests. The wood used throughout fits the 

existing language of the building and visually softens the heavy concrete, creating a comfort-

able environment. In terms of the spatial organization, I like the openness of the building, which 

encourages communication between different divisions of the broadcasting company. While the 

specialized rooms are closed off to provide necessary sound and visual protection, the majority 

of the building is open space including terraced seating areas for people to convene. My favorite 

aspect of the building was the green roof and the cafeteria, through which you pass to access the 

roof. Although the day we visited was cold and wet, I could envision getting my lunch in the lively 

cafeteria space on a warm summer day and walking out to the roof to sit and enjoy my meal while 

socializing and looking out upon the complex of other visually stimulating buildings.

NIOO–KNAW. Claus en Kaan Architects

By Colleen Goodwin [Photos 114 — 124]

Upon walking up to this building and first entering it, I did not find it the most visually attrac-

tive building but could tell that it was unique and both the architects and users had put a lot of 

thought into its planning. However, after getting a tour of the building, learning about its materi-

als, and seeing how it was used I had a much greater appreciation for it. I really liked all of the 

green roofs and also liked the organization of the building and how the people used each room. 

Each space seemed to function very well for its uses. I also was really interested in the work that 

was being done there. The building seemed to fit perfectly with the subject matter that is being 

worked on there. It is about being sustainable and reusing waste, which both the building itself 

does and the people working there are continually developing ideas about. The way that the toi-

lets worked in the building was really efficient but really simple at the same time. I wish that these 

toilets were more popular in the United States. The wood that was used all over the building was 

very environmentally friendly as well. It was pressure treated instead of being coated in chemicals. 

Again, I wish materials like these were more widely known about. I think that this building is the 

perfect example of “form follows function.” Although it is not the most visually attractive building, 

it is state of the art in its functionality and sustainability, and so I think it is a great example for 

other organizations to look at.

Ypenburg and more. MVRDV

By Chase Hoke [Photos 68 — 76]

MVRDV is not the type of firm for those who prefer to play it safe. The projects done by this firm 

are incredibly innovative and nearly iconic. After just visiting a handful of their projects such as 

the Villa VPRO, located in Hilversum and the Rotterdam Airport, I began to realize the scope of 

this firm. Previous to further research into MVRDV, I did not realize that a rather small architecture 

firm was capable of such a wide variety of projects. From housing to markets to airports to office 

buildings, this firm is able to take on some of the most complex projects and turn them into what 

seems like the obvious answer. I believe that this is the true signification of excellence, the ability 

to take something incredibly complex with thousands of variables and put it through a process 
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that produces something logical but at the same time innovative. Sometimes I wonder if a single 

project can change an entire dynamic of a city, MVRDV certainly believes theirs do. 

Amsterdam Borneo Sporenburg. West 8

By Clair Dias [Photos 148 — 152]

In recent decades, construction of high density housing has increased significantly on the out-

skirts of central Amsterdam. These neighborhoods are often created on land that was formerly 

industrial, or on land that extends into the large waterways that skirt most Dutch cities. Expand-

ing intercity public transit is making it possible for these high density neighborhoods to exist: 

inhabitants live a considerable distance from their workplaces in the city centers. In the Borneo 

Sporenburg neighborhood, West 8 architects created an urban scheme on large peninsulas on 

the outskirts of Amsterdam which were presumably former industrial ports. The neighborhoods 

here are interesting because they integrate private housing in single or multi–family structures, 

with public space. The single family homes follow traditional Dutch models where each home is 

multi–story, shares walls with its neighbors, and has its own entrance to the street. West 8 in-

vited several different architects to design different versions of single family homes which line the 

waterways, allowing for visual and programmatic variation from one home to the next. I think it 

was important that West 8 included single family homes in their urban plan, because high density 

neighborhoods tend to exist only as groups of massive apartment buildings which create social 

barriers between people who live in homes versus those who live in apartment buildings. West 8 

was also responsible for creating the green space in the area, which is a very important factor to 

high–density apartment buildings. Green space adds a natural setting to an environment which 

is otherwise feels very man–made. It allows these residents to still have access to the outdoors in 

a way which feels like their own.

Schroeder House. Gerrit Rietveld

By Kevin Staten [Photos 127 — 128]

I had built up the experience in the Schroeder House in my head since I first studied it freshman 

year of college. I fully expected it be feel like we were inside of a Mondrian painting.

Although the expectations were not met as ideally as I had hoped, the experience in the house 

was unique and memorable. Upon arriving, we were told to touch absolutely nothing in the 

house, including the hand railing going up and down the very steep spiral staircase. As architec-

ture students who use our hands a lot to interact with our environments, this was very difficult. 

An important aspect of this building was the fact that it was adaptable, especially upstairs with a 

very open floor plan that can easily be closed off. Being able to see that something should move 

just made me want to interact with it to get the full experience. Instead we had to awkwardly wait 

for the tour guide to show us how everything worked.

Also seeing the famous Red and Blue chair by Rietveld was so inviting to sit in, but of course we 

were not allowed to touch it either.

The colors in the house and on the chair made it clear what the different purposes of different 

aspects were. The simple primary colors brought out certain elements that might have normally 

been overlooked or appeared secondary had they not been such bright colors.

One of the most interesting parts of the upstairs was the corner window that opened up. When 

the window was opened fully the corner of the house seemed to disappear and better connected 

the inside to the outside. It is unfortunate that the view from this window and others is not what 

it used to be. There used to be fields and green for the family to look out over, but now there is a 
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main road very close to the house blocking the view.

Overall, it was a unique house, inspiring in how a family with three children could have such an 

open space, while at the same time have separate bedrooms. It was a much smaller space than I 

had imagined as well, but when the space is adaptable it does not need to be as large. Rietveld 

was successful in creating a house designed specifically to Mrs. Schroeder’s tastes that reflected 

a new movement, De Stijl, so ideally.

Utrecht University Library. Wiel Arets

By Shane Smith [Photos 96 — 99]

The Utrecht University Library designed by Weil Arets, is a unique and I think very successful 

building. It brings together all the necessary Elements in a student library. The key elements being 

work space, transient space, and reading space. The library is rectangular in profile with building 

elements floated within the enclosed space that makes up the project. These “floating” portions 

of the building house important circulation space and work space for students as well as space 

for the over 42 million books that call the library home. The purpose of creating the geometries 

within the larger library space was to create a division between the differing aspects of the library 

while still promoting an interconnectivity of circulation for people and Ideas. The building cre-

ates private space intermixed and alongside public space in a way that encourages a dialogue 

between students and the building. The Materiality of the library is, to me one of the most suc-

cessful aspects of the building design. The black concrete promotes focus and studying while the 

white floors bounce light from the windows back into the space and the red furniture catches and 

muffles sounds, making the space one where a conversation can be carried out without disturb-

ing others who require a quieter setting for work. Thumbs up to Wiel Arets.

ABC Faculty Building at Utrecht University. Erick van Egeraat

By Marisa Lappin [Photos 92 — 94]

At first sight, I did not quite like the ABC faculty building. The pattern on the exterior was interest-

ing, but I was not sure what it did for the building. Of course, we approached the building from 

the back, and made our way down the side to the front. Suddenly the entrance made the building 

so much more interesting.

Upon entering the building, though, it won me over. It was bright and playful in the interior. The 

light came in and bounced off the green floor, lighting up the entire room. The light wells, where 

the stairs were located, brought even more light into the building, which I really liked. And the 

glass surrounding the staircases allowed for an interesting interplay between the light and reflec-

tions from the different parts of the building. The one thing I didn’t really understand is the use of 

the stone on the façade of the building. The class and concrete I understand, but the stone didn’t 

seem to be repeated or anything in the rest of the building. It just made me wonder.

Overall I think the building was very successful. I realized the pattern on the outside served to 

control how much light entered the building. More glass was on the bottom, and towards the top 

were more stone or concrete pieces, allowing more light in the cafeteria area than in the more 

classroom oriented areas. And the light well areas allowed light into the parts of the building 

farther way from the façade windows, letting in natural light.
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Double House. MVRDV+SEARCH

By Worth Younts [Photo 125]

Double House, by MVRDV, is a single building that contains homes for two families. In a way, 

you could describe this building as a duplex, but it goes much further than two spaces sharing a 

party wall with one another. The design of this house takes an ordinary rectangular building and 

divides the two living spaces by subtracting and adding space from each side on different floors. 

The spaces essentially weave together, with this special division explained on the facades. When 

viewed from The facades of the building are glad in glass and dark painted plywood to allow mo-

ments of transparency and privacy based off of the program of that particular room. Although 

it seems as if this acrobatic design would be used to create equal spaces, the house on the left 

is actually smaller than right. The program in each house differs greatly, with rooms appearing 

on different floors as well as differing in size. MVRDV’s utilization of both vertical and horizontal 

manipulation of the site creates a very interesting composition, and really pushes the definition 

of a duplex.

This type of weaving of elements in the creation of different spaces was readily observed in 

another project by MVRDV that we visited. In villa VPRO, MVRDV turned folded a concrete floor 

over to create the ceiling and floor of the next space above, while also creating a division from its 

neighboring space. The program of this building, though not residential, has been manipulated 

over the years, and has been divided to house multiple companies at a time. The building also 

contains a variety of different height areas, and displays this spatial division on the facades of the 

building. On the approach to the building, I originally thought it to be a simple stacking of floors, 

though further investigation led to the discovery of its complex nature.

After viewing both projects, I find MVRDV’s designs very interesting due to the way that they cre-

ate spaces that are divided, but share the site to create an overall single composition. I also find 

intriguing their tactic of displaying spatial division as a means of façade composition.

© Photos Ivan Blasi — Barcelona Architecture Center

© Texts their authors
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